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Colby receives grant from the Mellon Foundation
By Grant Alenson
News Editor

Mellon Foundation grant
awarded to Colby for the development of environmental
humanities initiative.
Colby recently received an
$800,000 grant from The Andrew W. Mellon Foundation
to support the development
of a campus-wide multidisciplinar y initiative in environmental humanities.
Founded in 1969, according
to their website (mellon.org),
The Andrew W. Mellon Foundation endeavors to “strengthen, promote, and, where necessar y, defend the contributions
of the humanities and the arts
to human flourishing and to
the well-being of diverse and
democratic societies by supporting exemplar y institutions
of higher education and culture as they renew and provide
access to an invaluable heritage of ambitious, path-breaking work.”
The
foundation
makes
grants in five core program
areas: higher education and
scholarship in the humanities,
arts and cultural heritage, diversity, scholarly communications, and international higher
education and strategic projects. The most recent grant
has fallen under the area of

higher education and scholarship in the humanities
Across the globe, the foundation has given over 15,379
grants, totaling over $5.93
billion. This isn’t the first
time the C ollege has received
a grant from the Mellon Foundation. Since the foundation’s
inception in 1969, the College
has received over $7.5 million,
the first grant was $200,000
in 1971, to support a project
titled “faculty support.” Most
recently, the C ollege received
$100,000 for a project titled
“New Presidents,” according
to mellon.org. Other projects have included grants to
the art museum and art curriculum, environmental studies, foreign language teaching
and technolog y, the Goldfarb
C enter for Public Affairs &
Civic Engagement, institutional planning, and study
abroad consortium.
According to the Mellon
Foundation website, applying for a grant is not a walk in
the park. Draft proposals must
contain over four documents
including a cover letter, endorsement letter, proposal narrative, and budget narritive.
This award will allow faculty and students in Colby’s
arts and humanities programs
to bring the perspectives of
their disciplines to environmental topics in new ways, in
partnership with the College’s
already well-known Environmental Studies Program.

Courtesy of Colby Enviornmental Studies Department
Enviornmental Studies majors conduct hands-on research at the Bigelow Laboratory for Ocean Sciences. Programs such as this will benefit
greatly from the Mellon Foundation grant.

In a recent Colby press release, President David A.
Greene was quoted saying, “in
the years ahead humanities at
Colby will play a crucial role
in an expanded effort to study
the environment and human
responses to environmental
change. We will be investing in
faculty and students in the humanistic disciplines to bring a
range of perspectives — artistic, cultural, ethical, historical, and literar y — to environmental topics.”
Colby’s
interdisciplinar y
Environmental Studies Program has a strong focus on

the natural and social sciences
and is one of the nation’s oldest programs of its kind. It has
grown significantly over time
and is now the fourth largest
major on campus. The program has focused on pressing
global issues, tying academic
training with field research
and partnering with preeminent institutions, including
the Bigelow Laborator y for
Ocean Sciences.
The new initiative will allow
Colby to bring the strengths of
the College’s arts and humanities programs to bear on these
pressing issues as well. Colby

scholars — both scientists and
humanists — will collaborate on innovative solutions
to global environmental challenges, connecting the liberal
arts to the world.
Also in a recent press release
about the grant, Colby Provost
and Dean of the Faculty Lori
G. Kletzer was quoted saying
that “scientific data alone has
not changed human behavior.
A strong environmental humanities program will prepare
Colby students to join the next
generation of leaders who are
tackling global environmental
questions.”

Burrell-McRae ’94 sets goals as Dean of the College

This year, Colby is welcoming Karlene Burrell-McRae ’94
as its first Dean of the College.
Burrell-McRae is prioritizing
inclusion on campus and enriching campus discussions,
using knowledge gained from
her professional experience and
time as a Colby student to lead
the charge. Last week, The Echo
sat down with Dean BurrellMcRae to discuss her experiences, goals, and her thoughts
on the Colby community.
Burrell-McRae came to Colby
from the University of Chicago,
where she founded the Center
for Identity and Inclusion, an
institution dedicated to creating “intentionally diverse and
inclusive communities, serving
as a bridge builder by engaging students and members of
the University community of all
backgrounds to ensure personal, academic, and professional

growth and success.” Prior to
working at the University of
Chicago, Burrell-McRae served
as Assistant Dean of the College and Director of the Black
Cultural Center at Swarthmore
College and worked at the University of Pennsylvania, where
she attended graduate school.
Burrell-McRae has also served
as a Colby trustee for the past
three years. During this period,
Burrell-McRae earned the support and praise of the Colby
administration and trustees. In
a statement to The Echo, President David Greene expressed
his enthusiasm: “her exerienc-

es as an alumna and a trustee
provide her with important insights and have cemented her
deep commitment to Colby. Her
scholarly
work
and her leadership
positions
at top universities and colleges
have imbued her
with wisdom and
passion for the
power and potential of a liberal
arts
education.
And her intelligence, courage,
and compassion
are attributes that
are the very best
of Colby.”
B u r r e l l McRae’s primary concern is
inclusion and integration on
the Colby campus. For BurrellMcRae, discussions of diversity
and inclusion start with simply
recognizing the ways we are all
different, beyond the superficial. “I look at someone and I
may have a particular visual,”
Burrell-McRae said, “but there
are all kinds of aspects of you
that will make you very different
than me.” She explains that these
issues can be difficult to discuss
and students can be apprehensive and passionate about the
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Conversation with new
Dean of the College Karlene
Burrell-McRae ’94 on her
goals as Dean

issues of race. Burrell-McRae is
aiming to create a community
where “all voices and experiences are valued, whether I’m
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life, because sometimes there
are similarities.” Burrell-McRae
also emphasises the need to respect cultural diversity, “We
have to be able
to have conversations around
celebrating
[differences],
but also what
does it mean to
be inclusive?”
Many view
this goal as
particularly
challenging
the lack
David A. Greene given
of racial and
President ethnic diversity in Maine.
But
BurrellMcRae views
Colby’s “isolation” in rural
Maine as a boon and not a hindrance. At Colleges that are in
or near cities, “it becomes easy
for students to separate if they
so choose to,” but at Colby, students have the opportunity to
become part of a closer community. “The beauty of going to a
place like Colby is if we can get
this right, we have an opportu-

“Her experiences as an alumna and
a trustee provide her with important
insights and have cemented her deep
commitment to Colby”

Courtesy of Colby College

incredibly conservative in my
view, or I’m extremely liberal.”
She believes the conversations
on campus must be both “intellectual and personal,” and that
they must take place in the classroom, in athletics and clubs,
and in casual conversations
with friends. And while working
with typically underrepresented
groups is an important aspect,
Burrell-McRae also stated that it
is important to work with “students who have been seen in the
majority about all the different aspects of diversity in their
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Dean of the College Burrell-McRae ’94 sets goals SGA holds second meeting
Continued from page 1...
nity to become an example of
what it means to live together,
to learn together, to grow together, to challenge each other,
and so that’s the part of the
work I’ve been doing that I’d
like to engage.”
Burrell-McRae is enthusiastic about the administration’s
plans to further connect with
the Waterville community.
Specifically, she wants to find
new ways to connect students
with Waterville and the surrounding area. “I wanted to
come back to Maine for the
beauty of Waterville,” BurrellMcRae said, “so how do we go
about supporting particularly
our students about what we can
do?” The Dean praised SGA’s
commitment to community
outreach praising it’s initiative
to provide transportation to
the Common Ground Fair
While recognizing the need
to make Colby a more inclusive
place, Burrell-McRae expressed
her concerns with the idea of
“safe spaces” in many modernday colleges. “I think people
have the right to feel safe, to
me that’s a fundamental right,”
Burrell-McRae said. “I think
sometimes the language of safe
space gets conflated with the
idea that we can’t disagree. To
me, safe space still includes
spaces for challenge, for discomfort, but it’s also spaces for
healing, to ask for forgiveness,
to say I didn’t know, to say I was

wrong. Not easy to get to, but I
think we can’t give up on that.”
Burrell-McRae acknowledges
these challenges but stresses
that “as long as we’re breathing,
we have to keep trying.”
As a first-generation college
student herself, Burrell-McRae

community feels like a real gift
for me.”
In her limited free time,
Burrell-McRae enjoys watching football, traveling and eating great food. As a native New
Yorker, but former resident of
Philadelphia for 20 years, she

“If students invite me to events, I’m
showing up. It’s important for me
to know my community and for
my community to know me”
Karlene Burrell-McRae
Dean of the College
understands the challenges
that many such students face
today, “I was a first-generation
college student, I was on financial aid when I was here, and
I wasn’t used to being around
people who were financially
privileged.” Burrell-McRae was
a member of the track and field
team at Colby and felt like she
was part of a close community
in some ways, but she felt separated in other ways and thereby missed out on some of what
Colby had to offer. She hopes
that her work at Colby will allow students to experience the
depth of community that she
did not feel included in. “Having the opportunity to come
back and in some ways work
with students and help create
the environment that will allow
them to thrive and feel like a

is torn between supporting the
New York Giants and Philadelphia Eagles, so she says she has
allowed herself to root for both
teams. However, it seems unlikely that living in New England will turn her into a Pats
fan, stating she “strongly dislikes” the Pats and their supporters.
Burrell-McRae’s
guiding
principles are “to do my best,
to be who I share with you who
I am, and to be able to be transparent.” She hopes she can earn
the trust of the Colby community, and said “Its important
to know my role is around my
support and advocacy on behalf of our students. If students
invite me to events, I’m showing up. It’s important for me to
know my community and for
my community to know me.”

By Tarini Hardikar
SGA Correspondent

On October 2, 2016, the Student
Government Association (SGA)
met for their second formal meeting and the first with full attendance for the year. The SGA Executive Board welcomed the Class
0f 2020’s class council to their first
meeting along with Cecil Brooks,
Jr. ’17, the newly elected Multicultural Affairs Chair.
Space Club, the Colby Chemistry Club, the Harry Potter Club,
and the Pre-Health Society were
all approved as official SGA clubs.
While the Space Club had been
an SGA club in the past, it died
out as active members graduated.
Akira Murphy ’17, an avid space
fan, worked to restart the club and
is now working on training club
members to use the telescopes at
the Young Observatory. The Space
Club will start organizing events as
the weather clears.
Similarly, the Colby Chemistry
Club had been a departmental
club for years, before deciding to
be an official SGA club this year.
The other two clubs are new additions: the Harry Potter Club aims
to unite Harry Potter fans across
campus and play occasional Quidditch games. The Pre-Health Society is meant to be a support and
help group for students intending
to enter health professions.
SGA also discussed social spaces
on campus and how the community uses them. Vice President Jenner Foster ’17 and Chief of Staff
Kiernan Somers ’17 discussed an
upcoming interactive poster display that will highlight community
spaces and how they are used over

on weekends. PPD will be working with the SGA on this. Somers
is also working on developing a
long-term plan (five-ten years) for
SGA and how it helps, integrates,
and benefits the college community. Vice President of Planning,
Brian Clark will be helping with
the project.
As the committee reports were
presented at the meeting, it was
evident that many committees had
not been able to start their work
for the year. Changes in the administration and delay in the last
round of elections for SGA have
combined to lead to delays in appointing students to committees.
However, the Academic Affairs
Committee, a college committee, met last week and discussed,
among other things, introducing Computational Biology as a
new major. The Athletic Advisory
Committee approved winter break
trips for the swimming and skiing teams while the Housing and
Facilities Advisory Committee
(HFAC) discussed dorm damage
reporting and ways to make the
process easier. The Committee of
Diversity and Inclusion is working on building a master calendar
for programming on campus that
will include all diversity events on
campus in conjunction with PCB.
In the coming weeks, SGA
plans on improving and polishing
its constitution, which has been
changed many times recently. Foster also talked about increasing
weekend programming, and working on a “Saturday Night Live” program, similar to the Friday Night
Live of previous years, but with
proposals to introduce reduced
pricing spa food. SGA will meet in
two weeks.

Wesleyan Dea n of Students fired for previous sexual misconduct case
By Charlotte Marratta
Contributing Writer

Wesleyan Dean managing
sexual misconduct cases
fired for sexual misconduct
at previous school.
On October 1, 2016 the Boston Globe published an article
entitled, “Educators accused
of sexual misconduct often
find new posts.” The article exposed numerous private school
faculty members that were involved in concealing sexual
misconduct cases. The Boston
Globe discovered 31 professors accused of sexual misconduct and assault, who went
on to work at other schooling
institutions untainted by their
inappropriate criminal past.
Unfortunately for Wesleyan
University, the first faculty
member written about in the
article was Wesleyan’s former
Associate Dean of Students,
Scott Backer.
Wesleyan fired Scott Backer
in June, hours after receiving
information from the Boston
Globe about the reason behind his dismissal from Ver-

Security
Incident
Report
Log

mont Academy. Backer was
fired from Vermont Academy in 2007 after purportedly
propositioning a 15-year-old
female student over crude text
messages. Only months later,
Backer was hired
by Wesleyan University as Assistant
Dean of Students.
In 2011 he was promoted to Associate
Dean of Students.
Wesleyan failed
to disclose the reason for Backer’s
departure in June,
but the day following the publication of the Boston Globe article,
Dean Mike Whaley
sent a school-wide
email regarding the matter.
Wesleyan University’s president, Michael Roth, wrote in
a blog post that the university
decided not to make the matter
public until now, because there
was no “compelling reason to
do so.” After an investigation
of Backer’s work at Wesleyan
uncovered no evidence of inappropriate or unjust behavior,
the university decided it was
neither necessary nor appro-

priate to discuss the reason for
Backer’s termination.
According to the student run
blog, Wesleying, Whaley wrote
that contact with the Boston
Globe “was the first time that

Backer’s employment are Wesleyan’s lack of knowledge about
one of their faculty member’s
involvement in a criminal matter, and the power Backer held
in handling cases presented
to the Student Judicial Board.
A Wesleying
blog
post writes,
“So, Backer had already been
at Wesleyan
for
three
years when
he was sued
in 2010 by a
former Vermont Academy
student for the sexual misconduct
which led to his firing from
[the Vermont Academy] three
years prior. Somehow, while
still working at Wesleyan, he
managed to attend settlement
hearings in Boston until the
case’s final court settlement in
2011, all while the Administration remained ignorant of their
dean’s involvement in a sexual
misconduct lawsuit.”
Even more disturbing for

Even more disturbing for [Wesleyan]
students was the realization that a
sexual offender was in charge of overseeing cases of sexual misconduct and
assualt at Wesleyan for almost ten years.

Date:
9/24/16
9/24/16
9/24/16
9/25/16
9/26/16
9/26/16
9/28/16
9/28/16
9/30/16
10/01/16
10/01/16
10/02/16
10/02/16
10/02/16

Time:
12:47 a.m.
1:54 a.m.
11:59 p.m.
12:37 p.m.
8:35 a.m.
10:24 p.m.
5:09 p.m.
5:34 p.m.
11:05 p.m.
1:15 a.m.
11:57 p.m.
1:00 a.m.
8:17 a.m.
1:58 p.m.

Wesleyan learned of this matter… No information was
revealed in the background
check. Had we been aware of
this information, Mr. Backer
never would have been hired.”
Whaley also affirmed that
Wesleyan had received three
positive letters of recommendation from Vermont Academy
in praise of Backer.
For students of Wesleyan,
the most frightening aspects of
Nature:
Medical Call
Vandalism
Medical Call
Suspicious Activity
Harassment
Medical Call
Medical Call
Disorderly Conduct
Medical Call
Safety Violation
Medical Call
Medical Call
Vandalism
Safety Violation

Location:
AMS Hall
AMS Hall
Alfond Apartments
Colby Campus
East Quad
Dana Hall
Bixler Art and Music
Alfond Apartments
Foss Hall
Outside Perkins-Wilson
Alfond Apartments
Cotter Union
Alfond Apartments
Williams Hall

students was the realization
that a sexual offender was in
charge of overseeing cases of
sexual misconduct and assault at Wesleyan for almost
ten years. As Associate Dean
of Students, Backer received
sexual assault reports and
served on an administrative
panel that oversaw the judicial
hearings that sexual assault
reports and charges resulted
in. Whaley’s email attempts to
reduce student stress around
Backer’s former role. “As you
may be aware, in his position
here at Wesleyan, Mr. Backer
managed case flow for student conduct cases. He served
on and frequently led hearing
panels. Wesleyan has in place a
system of checks and balances
(other team members, panel
members, and appeal rights)
to ensure all cases are adjudicated fairly and properly. In
an abundance of caution, we
engaged Pepper Hamilton, a
nationally renowned firm with
expertise in campus discipline
and Title IX issues to conduct
a review of cases handled by
Mr. Backer. The auditors completed their review and reported no concerning issues or impropriety,” it read.
Comments:
Alcohol
Discharged Fire Extingusher
Alcohol
Trespass Warning Issued
Possible Computer Crime
Injury
Injury
Drunk and Disorderly
Alcohol
Fireworks
Alcohol, Non-Colby person
Alcohol
Damaged Exit Sign and Light
Sitting on Ledge Outside window
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Election 2016: Where candidates stand in Maine
Similarly, University of New England
Survey Center Director Andrew Smith
Contributing Writer
finds northern, rural parts of Maine to
be one of many national pockets of nonThe Colby Echo previously report- college-educated whites that feature
ed on disgruntled Todd Michaud’s substantial Trump support.
stolen Trump campaign signs. HowCensus data shows that 75% of
ever, this energetic Trump support Second District residents over the
is likely not evidence of changing age of 25 are white and without a colpolitical allegiances in Waterville. lege degree, Trump’s strongest demoPresident Obama carried 80% of Wa- graphic. Furthermore, while Mainers
terville voters in 2008, and FiveThir- are as non-churchgoing as the rest of
tyEight shows that Clinton will likely New England, 19% say that they are
take the city. But the story is not the white evangelical protestants, a group
same in all of Maine, and a stark re- that supports Trump 50% more often
gional divide will likely make this a than they support Clinton, according
historic election in the state.
to FiveThirtyEight.
As one of two states that does not have
Maine is not traditionally a battlea winner take all system, Maine awards ground state, but Trump has visited
two electoral votes to the statewide win- multiple times during his campaign,
ner, and one each to the winner(s) of and appeared at the Portland Expo
two individual districts, the first and on October 6. Clinton has not visited
second. This will likely be the first year the state. Additionally, NBC reports
that Maine splits its electoral vote alloca- that the NRA reserved television
tion between the two candidates.
space for pro-Trump ads in one of
If current trends hold, Clinton will the largest District two cities, Bangor.
receive three of Maine’s votes and
The Maine state government is
Trump will receive one. This is be- also split. In a New York Times Opincause, according to a University of New ion piece, Republican Senator Susan
Hampshire Survey Center poll, Trump Collins stated that she would not vote
has a 15 point lead in the northern, for Trump. She cited his denigration
rural Second District,
of
Congressman
while Clinton has a 21
John McCain’s milipoint lead in the more
tary service, his hapopulous and urban
rassment of Megyn
first District, which
Kelly, his mocking of
includes Waterville.
a disabled reporter,
In line with this
his unfounded insisdata,
FiveThirtence on Judge GontyEight’s
election
zalo Curiel’s ethnic
forecast gives Clinton
bias and his attack
a 75% chance of winon the Gold Star parning the statewide
ents of Army CapRick
Bennet
vote and a 93.6%
tain Humayun Khan
Maine GOP Chairman as reasons why he is
chance of winning
District One, but
“unworthy of being
gives Trump a 70%
president.” She did
chance of taking District Two.
not state support for Clinton.
University of New England political
Conversely, the Boston Globe cites
scientist Brian Duff agrees that Trump’s a ‘bromance’ between Trump and Reunprecedented single-district lead will publican Governor Paul LePage, who
likely split Maine’s electoral distribu- introduces Trump at Maine rallies.
tion. Mr. Duff stated, in an interview In a Portland Press Herald interview,
with the Portland Press Herald, that Trump applauded LePage’s perforthe “heart and soul of [Maine Gover- mance as governor, saying “Paul is
nor] LePage’s support… white people terrific, he’s doing a great job,” and addwithout a college education, especially ing that he may bring the governor to
men, are really having a positive reac- Washington if he wins. Trump said he
tion to the Trump campaign.”
“would certainly find something for

By Ali Naseer

“North of
that line, you
don’t see any
Volvos.”

Paul because he’s done such a great
job [in Maine].” LePage’s supporters,
including one Colby professor who
spoke with The Echo, see that Trump
shares his bombast, but often doubt
that he also shares the Governor’s understanding of small government principles and his policy wonkiness.
Statewide, Clinton leads by three
points according to a Colby College/
Boston Globe survey. Racial divides are
prominent in national polls, but less so
in 95% white Maine. But state polls are
still divided across economic, educational, and age and gender-based lines.
The UNH Survey Center states that
Clinton carries 47% of Mainers earning
less than $30,000 per year and 52% of
those earning more than $100,000, but
she and Trump tie in both the $30,000$60,000 and $60,000-$100,000 brackets. Clinton leads by 16 points among
voters over 65 and eight points among
those aged 35 to 49, while the 18 to 34
and 50 to 65 age groups are relatively
split. Clinton leads by 19 points among
women, while Trump leads by 12
points among men.
In line with the national data, Mainers view neither candidate favorably,
with Clinton leading Trump 37-32 in
favorability. Only 76% of UNH poll
respondents said they are voting for
either Clinton or Trump, and only
59% said they are ‘definitely decided.’
The Libertarian Party claimed 12% of
respondents and Jill Stein of the Green
Party claimed three.
The last time a Republican won
Maine was in 1984.
Despite Trump’s push, FiveThirtyEight’s election forecast maintains
Clinton’s statewide preeminence,
showing that Maine would only vote
Republican statewide if 68% of collegeeducated whites voted for Trump, or if
74% of non-college-educated whites
voted Republican.
Still, Trump will likely take District
Two. The Maine districts are divided
along what Politico reports Maine GOP
Chairman Rick Bennet calling the ‘Volvo line.’ Bennet said, “North of that you
don’t see any Volvos.”
North of Bennet’s Volvo line are
what Bangor journalist Theodoric
Meyer calls the “small cities and
struggling mill towns” that compose
Trump’s Maine support. Bennet add-

Courtesy of Boston.com
Republican nominee Donald Trump has visited Maine a number of times on his campaign trail.
Despite that, he still has just a 19% chance of winning the state, according to fivethirtyeight.com

ed, “they’ve always talked about the
two Maines, but I think it’s really becoming politically palpable now.”
The Second District’s single electoral vote is likely not going to decide
the election. “But if [Trump is] able to
do it in Maine, it’s an indication he can
do well in Pennsylvania or Michigan,”
says Matt Gagnon, CEO of The Maine
Heritage Policy Center, in an interview
with Roll Call.
That’s unlikely. Clinton has 70+%
chances in both of those states, according to FiveThirtyEight’s forecast.
But Trump’s lead, and Bennet’s comment, perhaps reflect the ‘politically
palpable’ divisions in the country that
have driven this election season.
In the south of Maine, and in much
of the country, there are college-educated Americans who want cogent policy
and a politically experienced president.
While such Americans have reasonable divisions in their viewpoints, and
many would vote another Republican
candidate over Clinton, pollsters show

that these Americans are not the brunt
of Trump’s support.
That support comes primarily from
people like District two Mainers: white,
non-college educated Americans. The
Trump campaign message to these
people is that the current economic
system is disenfranchising their labor,
and, UNE Survey Center Director
Smith adds, the current political system is decreasing American prestige
and competitiveness.
Roll Call also reports that an influx
of African immigrants have stirred xenophobia in Lewiston, a District Two
city where LePage grew up homeless.
Mayor Robert Macdonald stated, “I
don’t have any problem with refugees,”
before explaining why they may be disruptive to the community, and speaking of programs to destroy apartment
buildings to decrease the influx.
But, despite Mr. Michaud’s signage
and support from numerous cities and
governors, Trump likely won’t win Waterville, let alone the Presidency.

Hathaway Center up for sale Waterville Farmers’
Market to relocate
By Will Walkey

Local News Editor

The Hathaway Center, home to
some Colby College faculty, staff, and
students, has recently been put up for
sale. The building has 67 high-end
apartments and 120,000 square feet of
office and retail space.
A few years ago, the former shirt
factory was transformed into an apartment and retail complex on Water
Street in an attempt to jumpstart revitalization efforts in Waterville. Now,
it’s listed as a five-story, 236,000 square
foot old mill complex located near the
heart of downtown on the Kennebec
River. It is currently 83 percent leased.
According to The Morning Sentinel, the city has assessed the value of

the building and its parking lot to be
about nine million dollars. Co-owner
Paul Boghossian, who also owns adjacent former Central Maine Power Co.
and Marden’s Industrial buildings, has
claimed that there is “strong interest” in
the structure.
The Hathaway Center also houses
stable commercial tenants such as MaineGeneral and Creative Consulting.
According to Boghossian, apartments
are currently listed for rent between
$800 and $1,900 per month.
Student Tony Karalekas `18, a current
resident of Hathaway, noted in an e-mail
correspondence that numerous Colby
coaches and professors live there. He calls
the apartments “large” with “original factory windows and brick walls.” He chose
to live in a single apartment this year in
an attempt to find his own private space

Courtesy of Kiernan Somers
The Hathaway Creative Center is located at 10 Water Street and has 67 high-end apartments.
Numerous Colby students, coaches, and professors call the converted shirt factory home.

after living in dormitories for six years.
The building is apparently listed for
sale because the owner desires capital
to invest in neighboring buildings.
Despite the building being up for sale,
Karalekas noted a continuing “professional vibe to the property” due to the
prevalence of MaineGeneral offices.
The original structure started as the
Lockwood cotton-manufacturing mill
in 1873, which operated until 1955. The
Hathaway Shirt Company bought the
building and repurposed it to be a factory in 1956. It ran until 2002, when it
finally went out of business as the oldest remaining shirt factory in the United
States. The building is currently in it’s
third stage, after being turned into residential and office space in 2009.
With plans to change the flow of
traffic through downtown Waterville
in the near future, the Hathaway Center has the opportunity to connect
itself even more with Main street. It’s
majestic brick architecture and massive windows are marketable and
valuable, and its furnishings are attractive to potential buyers.
With Colby’s new efforts to revitalize Waterville, Boghossian hopes
to see the Hathaway Creative Center
be an important part of the city. In an
interview with The Morning Sentinel,
he commented this about Waterville:
“The city is on the move. It will look
and feel like a very different place.”
Karalekas claims he would reccommend the housing Hathaway offers to
any Colby students. To him, “the worst
part is not enough of my friends live
there with me.” With Colby’s downtown efforts in the works, that could
change soon.

By Will Walkey

Local News Editor
The College’s downtown resurgence project has continued
to affect the residents of Central
Maine. The Downtown Waterville Farmers Market, currently
located in the northeast corner of
The Concourse, will be moved to
Castonguay Square next spring.
The City of Waterville, along with
businesses on Common Street
and the farmers’ market worked
in partnership with Colby to secure this location.
The College plans on building
a student dormitory where the
market currently stands. Normally, it operates on Thursdays
from late April to mid-November
and is a valuable business outlet
for food vendors and fresh produce fiends. After several rounds
of negotiations, the town settled
on Castonguay Square, a small,
grassy park sandwiched between
Main and Front Street, directly
across from City Hall.
The square will provide valuable and appealing green space and
shade for the market as opposed
to hot, open asphalt, which can be
oppressive in the summer months.
Brian Clark, vice president of planning and the overseer of Colby’s
downtown revitalization project,
emphasized the market’s place in

central Waterville, and how it will
“add energy and commerce to Main
Street and build on the tradition of
events like the Maine International
Film Festival, Taste of Waterville,
and Waterville Rocks, making the
square a center of activity.”
The market is home to over 20
vendors, who sell a variety of products from blueberries to soaps to ice
cream. Many products use locally
grown, organic materials, and many
of the vendors also attend markets
in Skowhegan, Bangor, and Fairfied.
Over the course of several
months, Colby and market manager Hanne Tierney worked to prioritize the desires of those farmers
and vendors, ultimately letting them
chose the future location over other
options. According to Tierney, the
market was “committed to staying
downtown.” In the spring of 2017,
the vendors will be situated around
the square, providing a pleasant
atmosphere for shoppers between
2:00 and 6:00 P.M.
Construction of a new dormitory is expected to start next year, as
Colby is now buying the section of
the parking lot previously occupied
by the market. It is part of a massive
project for which the College has already purchased five buildings and
razed one. Third-year College President David A. Greene has a vision of
a revitalized and vibrant Waterville,
and actions from the college are
starting to reflect this vision.
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International students on the tough transition to Colby
B y S am K ane

Contributing Writer
While all newcomers must
navigate the Hill to find their
niche, for many international
students, the social stress of
this endeavor is magnified by
the simultaneous struggle of
adopting a foreign country and
culture. Suddenly, many of the
social dictums they have followed their whole lives become
unreliable. What they say and
how they say it undergoes a
mammoth paradigm shift as
they enter a perpetual translation, not only
of words and
phrases, but also
of ideas and perceptions.
C e r t a i n l y,
out-of-state students also encounter
very
noticeable differences between
Waterville and
home, but they
arrive
already
fully proficient
in the same language, aware of
the social dos
and don’ts. Regardless of the
differences between the North
and the South,
California and
Rhode
Island,
there are unifying traits among
Americans that
put them on
the same wavelength, making it easier to understand and interact with one
another. Naturally, a fine separation between Americans and
internationals sometimes begins
to form. It can be a “hard, alienating, lonely, weird, strange,
isolated” territory for foreigners
to trek into, according to Charlotte Beaulieu ’20 who is from
France. Yet, regardless of how
difficult the transition may be,
it is also “fun and interesting,”
she said.
Many international students
have mixed feelings regarding
this transition. On one hand, it is
terrifying to be so far away from
home in a sometimes incomprehensible land; on the other,
it is this very trepidation that
is so alluring and intriguing. It
presents infinite opportunities
to learn, examine, question,
and assess in an introspective
fashion. Indeed, stepping out of
one’s comfort zone is met with
enthusiasm; otherwise, interna-

tional students would not have
gone through the trouble. Part
of the Colby experience as an
international student is to be
immersed in a completely different atmosphere in order to
gain a unique perspective and
understanding of life beyond
one’s own nation and culture.
Hoa Nguyen ’20 explained,
“I love Colby’s small campus
because it’s impossible to walk
around without saying hi to
people you know. The whole
school feels like a close-knit
family which is not something
you would normally find in
Vietnam
or
Singapore.”
Meanwhile,
German
Language Assistant
Lotti
Klemp
commented on
how it is “so
cold” and Sunny
Dangui ’20 said
she misses “authentic Chinese
food and squat
toilets, because
they are more
sanitized
and
there are no
huge gaps between the bathroom doors.”
Unfortunately,
however, there
are sometimes
less trivial and
more
overRadhika Vu whelming worries on some
Class of 2020 i n t e r n a t i o n al
students’
minds. The unknown social
structures seem
to be far more confusing and
troubling, breaching the threshold of excitement and crossing
into trepidation and anxiety.
“American students are very
comfortable with social interactions, or they have managed
to master how to appear so,”
says Radhika Vu ’20, who is
from Vietnam. Entering a scene
where everyone else seems to
have it all figured out is intimidating at best, alienating at
worst. Often, the conversation
among domestic students shifts
to uniquely American topics that international students
simply cannot relate to– most
commonly, American football.
These conversations often become quite superficial because
the topics are seemingly universal and, quite simply, easy
and convenient.
This happens in any culture,
though: “these are the things
people talk about all the time,
everywhere, not just here. But

“The community of international students
is a really solid
support system
in this process
of navigating
through this new
social environment.”

elsewhere it’s the same sport
For this reason, many in- dent Alaleh Naderi ’20. Never– soccer. Here, it’s American ternational students agree that theless, some of the main fofootball,” explained Egyptian the international orientation cuses of the International Club
student Khaled ElTokhy ’19. program is a crucial first step are to bridge the gap between
“It’s never a big deal, though, in becoming comfortable in the the domestic and international
because I just divert the con- Colby community. According communities: it is constantly
versation whenever people start to Vu, it “felt like we had the striving to remove the sensatalking about things I can’t re- campus to ourselves […] like tion that there is an “us” and
late to.” Such interjections ac- I had a place here even when I a “them” between the two. The
tually make the conversation would occasionally feel out of ultimate goal is to make the
more stimulating for everyone place in social settings.” From Colby community feel like one
involved, regardless of nation- fellow international first-years cohesive, yet beautifully diality, because there is a sense of to seasoned International Club verse, entity in which students
homogeneity here that ElTokhy members, “the community of can appreciate their individual
recognizes. “It’s not just the international students is a re- differences as well as the differpeople, but more so the conver- ally solid support system in this ences between their homelands
sations and activities. Every Fri- process of navigating through and Mayflower Hill without the
day night is the same, and every this new social environment.”
negative backlash that seems to
Wednesday night is the same.”
Being surrounded by inter- be inherent in culture shock.
And while home undoubtedly national students at first makes
The overall transitional exhas routines for almost any in- the transition a lot more man- perience is not necessarily a
dividual, for international stu- ageable. “The people whom I negative one; it is simply a long
dents here, he argues that the can call friends are all inter- process to assimilate to a brand
routine “is the same all the nationals and I can be around new culture. It is a whole new
time, but is always unusual, them because deep down I arena of emotions, perceptions,
always unexpected. It’s things know they are going through and interactions that take time
that [international students the same thing I am. I can defi- to get used to, but eventually
are] not used to.” This elicits nitely say that I haven’t found create wonderful and cherished
an awkward and uncomfortable the bond that the internation- memories and provide internafeeling that they are interrupt- als have between any other first tional students with the friends
ing the routine and disrupting year group,” shares Iranian stu- and experience of a lifetime.
the homogeneity with their foreignness, something that may
be disquieting or annoying for
domestic students.
“I worried about how many
people would actually have
time to spend with me and care
about it,” says one first-year international student. “But,” he
counters, “the longer I am here
the more I feel that most of my
worries were unfounded. Almost
everyone is kind and it was demeaning on my part to think that
anyone would be even remotely
uninteresting. Sometimes I still
feel a little tired and lonely but I
know already that under the passive polite surface people also
actively care about each other
whether we are going through
hardships or good times.”
Still, the uneasiness of some
transitions makes some students question the validity of
their spot in Colby. One student wonders whether their
admission to Colby was hinged
on the fact that they would “diversify the community and become an artifact for the entertainment and cultural exposure
of the local students.” Even
though time and again all Colby students are reminded that
every single student here deserves their spot, the thought
that there is an underlying
reason for acceptance lingers.
This is especially augmented
when people repeatedly ask
about one’s heritage, ethnicity,
Nathaniel Rees | The Colby Echo
nationality, and everything associated with the alien culture While Colby is a diverse community, the College still consists of mostly American students. Innot out of honest interest but ternational students have had a wide variety of experiences in this unfamiliar environment.
rather out of whimful curiosity.
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Miller Library: the history of Colby campus’ centerpiece
B y D rew L adner
Features Editor

From staying up late on the third
floor trying to cram for an exam
to scrambling to print out an assignment last-minute, many Colby
students spend hours in Miller Library. The library is the focal point
of the College. Though students
recognize that it has a long history,
not many actually know its background. While Colby continues to
push forward with new buildings,
facilities, and innovations, it is still
important to reflect back on the
stories and traditions this campus
has to offer—and Miller Library is
a good place to start.
Despite its position as the image
of the Colby campus, Miller Library was not built until after the
College’s inception. When Colby
was founded in 1813, the school
and its campus looked drastically
different. Colby was not yet on
Mayflower Hill; it went by a different name, and the school had yet
to begin construction on its first
building. That building would be
constructed in 1821. It was built in
downtown Waterville, and named
South College. South College allowed space for classrooms, recitation halls, and the school’s original
library. This was the first example
of the College being resourceful
and using one building for numerous purposes—a trend that would
continue with both buildings and
libraries alike.
In 1939, President Franklin
Johnson announced a new project to construct a Colby library
on Mayflower Hill as a result of a
generous donation from a member of the Class of 1890. Dr. Merton Miller funded the project, and
thus, the library was named Miller
Library. The announcement of the
library was met with enthusiasm,
and Colby faculty decided to assemble a box of significant items
to bury under the library’s foundation. According to the October
4, 1939 addition of The Echo, the
faculty hoped that their box “some
thousands of years in the future
may help identify the Miller Library to archeologists and historians who are seeking evidences of
past civilization and culture.” Al-

though the hope and enthusiasm
for Miller Library was high, World
War II brought complications in
the library’s construction. The war
diminished the amount of workers
available to build the library, and
the project was postponed. Ultimately, the library took eight years
to complete and was ready to open
in the spring of 1947.
Due to the lack of buildings on
campus, many classrooms, offices, and other facilities found a
home in Miller Library. According to Earl H. Smith’s Mayflower
Hill: History of Colby College,
“The English department carved
offices among the carrels of the
stacks; two lecture rooms were
separated by a supply and mimeographing room.” Additionally,
both the Colby bookstore and the
Spa were opened in the ground
floor of Miller. With space being scarce, the bookstore and Spa
shared the same area. The bookstore was one of the smallest in
the country, while the Spa was
cramped into a tiny space in the
corner of the room. Today they
are two staples of Colby’s campus, but they are just two of many
aspects of Miller Library with
their own vibrant history.
Although all aspects of Miller
have their own stories, perhaps
the object with the most history is
the statue older than Miller itself.
Every day, students walk through
the Street and pass “The Lion of
Lucerne.” Sculpted by Martin
Milmore, this four-ton marble
statue was inspired by a Bertel
Thorvaldsen statue saluting fallen Swiss guards who defended
Louis XVI in 1792. The Colby
lion honored those students who
gave their lives during the Civil
War and was placed in Memorial
Hall, an entire building dedicated
to the same cause. The lion was
one of the campus’ more attractive pieces and students created
an unusual tradition of rubbing
the lion’s nose before heading to
an exam. After the College’s move
up to Mayflower Hill, the lion
was one of the few structures that
came. According to Earl Smith, it
took 11 days for people to move
the statue to its new home in the
basement of Miller.
It remained in a reading room

window until the early 1980s when
renovations forced the statue to be
put away. However, in the spring of
2003, English professor Peter Harris started a student movement to
move the statue to a more prominent location. In the October 16,
2003 issue of The Echo, Harris
stated, “We were reading a book,
Paul Loeb’s ‘Soul of a Citizen,’
about ordinary people who work
for change. I proposed, as a kind
of experiment in such change,
that we try to free the Lion from
the library basement.” Harris’ students took action, and on August
26 2003, The Lion of Lucerne was
moved to its current location in
the Street of Miller.
Much like the other parts
of campus, Miller Library has
evolved over the years. In 1982,
the College opened up a new south
wing of Miller to students. Unfortunately, the rest of the library remained closed off for renovations
that year. This caused complications for students visiting Miller
for its study spaces. The September 16, 1982 issue of the Echo outlined the problem stating, “in the
first week of the semester, bookbearing students, unable to find
empty cubes or study seats, were
sprawled on the carpeted floors
and propped in the corners of the
new south wing.”
While the ’82 reconstructions
were an inconvenience, they did
not cause nearly as much backlash
as the most recent Miller renovations. In 2014, phase one of a twophase project took place that gave
Colby the library students know
today. The frustrated faculty and
students were upset with the
movement of many of the books
from Miller to outside storage, as
well as a transition from printed
books to an electronic alternative.
These changes sparked conversation over both the importance of
printed books and the student
and faculty involvement in important decisions. The faculty
initially filed a petition to halt
the renovations until a discussion
about these changes could occur.
“Using the recent Miller Library
renovations as a case study, this
memo expresses shared faculty
concerns about the troubling
ways in which major decisions

relating to the academic program
are sometimes taken at the College. It also expresses our hope
for a shift towards a more open,
participatory, deliberative process,” a group of faculty members
stated in the petition. In addition,
they also wrote an open letter to
Colby about their discontent with
the library’s changes. The letter was printed in the April 10,
2014 issue of the Echo. In it, the
faculty voiced their displeasures
with both the Administration
and trustees’ reluctance to have a
discussion with them. They also
talked about their frustrations
with the changes already made.
“Books have disappeared into
storage, administration offices
have appeared or will arise where
stacks of books once stood, the
reference area has been purged
and the central floor looks like a
massive waiting room, designed
for students and other patrons
to look at each other in between
Google searches rather than engage in thoughtful contemplation
and scholarship,” they said.
The faculty were not the only
members upset with Miller’s
changes. Students also called into
question the administration’s
handling of the renovations. In
the March 20, 2014 issue of the

Echo, an article on Miller’s controversial changes was published.
In it, the author voiced his own
resentment over the way Colby
went about these renovations.
“The plans and timeframe of this
project were perhaps not as clearly communicated as they could
have been, but it is important to
consider that the College is not,
and has not been, a democracy.
While input is of course appreciated and listened to, the nature
of decision-making necessitates
a more streamlined process,” the
article said.
Despite all the controversy,
Colby continued with its changes
to Miller. Today, the frustration
has subsided. Miller Library continues to stand tall and students
continue to take advantage of all
it has to offer. Changes will continue, buildings will be built and
renovated, and sometimes the
best thing to do is to stop for a
moment and appreciate how far
Colby has come. Perhaps one day,
a student might stop in the Street,
on his or her way to an exam in
Lovejoy or Diamond, and rub The
Lion of Lucerne’s nose—as both
an acknowledgement of Colby’s
storied past and a wish for good
fortune—before continuing on
their way.

Drew Ladner | The Colby Echo
The Lion of Lucerne is just one of the many aspect s of Miller Library with a rich history. The
lion is a statue honoring Colby students who died fighting in the Civil War.

Faces Around Campus: getting to know Barbara Kowalik
By Caitlin Rogers

Asst. Features Editor
Barbara Kowalik has been a
cashier at the Dana dining hall
for 14 years. Before working at
Colby, she worked as a stitcher
and final inspector at the Hathaway factor y, which manufactured shirts. One of her
friends at the time was moving away to Pennsylvania and
suggested that Kowalik apply
to her old position at Colby.
Kowalik initially worked at
Roberts dining hall and later
was trained to be a cashier. “I
love working here. I’m ver y
happy. This job is ver y pleasant; I love the young generation. This job makes me ver y
happy,” she said.
Kowalik was born in Poland:
“After high school I went to
business school, and my family
invited me here for vacation,”
she said. After a few months,
her brother and family, who
had already been living in the
United States, sponsored her
so she could apply for a visa
and green card. After receiving her visa and green card,
Kowalik said she went to a
high school in Boston to take
English classes. She said that
being in the United States was
hard at first, especially because
she was not fluent in English.

“When I came to this countr y
I did not speak English, and it
was ver y difficult for me. Even
watching T V I was just looking
at the pictures but I didn’t understand the words. Through
T V and books I learned a lot.”
Kowalik said she was ver y
shy initially and was afraid
to talk when she was asked
questions because she
thought she would say
something wrong and
people would laugh. In
Boston, Kowalik took
classes at the Hebrew
College and attended an international
school, where she met
people from many different countries. She
also met her husband
at school. “I got married
in
Massachusetts, and he applied
for a job in Maine,
and he got the job, so
we moved here,” she
said. Now, Kowalik has
three daughters: two of
whom have graduated
college and are working in science fields, and one
still in college and undecided
about her major.
Kowalik said that she has always wanted to be a nurse; after
the Hathaway factory closed,
she decided to pursue this
dream. “When they closed the

company, I went to school… I
took a course called CNA: Certified Nurse Assistant. After
I graduated, I found a job at
Maine General.” Now, Kowalik
works with Alzheimer’s residents. “I love my job at the Alzheimer’s center because it is
very rewarding.” She has been
working there for 14 years, as

need help.” In the mornings,
she said, she works for Home
Health and takes care of two
women before coming to Colby
in the afternoon. “I have three
jobs, but I like what I’m doing.
I like being with people—I’m a
people person.”
Though she spends much of
her time working at one of her

and there are a lot of things
to see there. She also enjoys
learning
languages,
reading, knitting, crocheting, and
cooking. She said her favorite
books to read are histor y, in
particular American histor y.
She recommends Poland for
people who are interested in
histor y because of their excellent museums.
At home, Barbara
says she enjoys spending time with her animals: Tigger, her cat,
and Malina, her golden
retriever/yellow
lab
mix. She said one of
her daughters named
her dog, and that Malina is the Polish word
for “raspberry”.
Barbara has spent
many years working
at Colby, and is a constant face at Dana dinBarbara Kovalic
ner. Colby is lucky to
have such a dedicated
Dana Cashier
employee, and Barbara
says she has enjoyed
her experience at Colby. Though she works
three jobs, Kowalik still finds two other demanding jobs, she
time for numerous hobbies. says she likes working at Colby
Outside of her work, Barbara the most. “When I come here it
enjoys traveling, explaining makes me so happy to be here.
that she has been to Italy, Eng- I like to greet people and talk
land, Nova Scotia, ever y state to them. Sometimes they tell
in the United States. She said me their stories– it’s very rethe food in Italy is delicious, warding for me. I love it.”

“When I came to this country I did not speak English, and it was very difficult for me. Even watching
TV I was just looking at the pictures but I didn’t
understand the words. Through TV and books I
learned a lot.”

well, as long as she has been
working at Colby. Kowalik said
she enjoys working with the
Alzheimer’s residents because
“they had good lives, they had
families, children, and now
they are affected with that horrible disease, and they really
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Diagnosing the Problem

I t’s easy to just sit around and criticize those who

go off campus, blaming them for adding to existing social
issues on campus and promoting exclusivity. However, simply complaining about and restricting off-campus activities
only results in added tension and resentment among the student body and its relationship with administration. We at
_The Echo_ think everyone would agree that no matter how
much administration and local law enforcement try to force
students to remain on campus through regulations and punishments, off-campus activity at Colby is unavoidable and
will continue nonetheless. Does this mean that the entire
Colby community and its character will inevitably crumble
because of some Facebook invites sent out by a handful of
boys who identify as members of an “underground fraternity”? No. This is, because off-campus parties are not the
answer behind issues within the Colby community. We are
misdiagnosing our problems, and both off-campus parties
and fraternities are always just easy scapegoats.
We need to start looking at ourselves as a community. Why do so many Colby students feel the need to leave
campus and engage in off-campus activities centered around
drinking? Why do so many boys feel inclined to become involved in the underground fraternity culture? Perhaps it’s
due to the lack of social inclusivity beyond sports teams and
student clubs. Indeed, Colby tries very hard to acclimate new
students and get them involved with others within the community, however there are clear limitations to the powers of
COOT and the Club Expo. In short, the social environment
here at Colby provides few opportunities for students who
are not involved in athletics. The vacuum left by the abolition of the fraternities has led to our current situation where
it is the norm for students to go off campus to drink on any
given weekend.
There is no easy fix for this. Colby’s culture cannot
change overnight. Concerted efforts by the administration
to change the drinking culture of our school have further
forced students off campus. This frightening trend will continue to happen if the administration continues to show a
severe lack of empathy and fails to trust its students.

Sincerely,
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Should Maine raise its minimum wage?
BY CATHERINE DUNN
Opinions Editor

This November, Maine voters
will have a chance to decide whether to increase the state minimum
wage to $12 an hour by 2020. This
is an important decision with farreaching implications. On the one
hand, raising the minimum wage
would bring relief to the many individuals struggling to make it on
their current salaries. On the other
hand, it might also price many of
these same people out of the workforce. While there are tradeoffs to
both sides, I fear that raising the
minimum wage would harm more
people than it would help.
From a justice perspective, it
would seem obvious that wages
should be raised. A person who
works full-time should make
enough money to live comfortably.
As of now, the living wage in Maine
is $10.38 for a single person and
$22.19 for someone with a child.
The minimum wage is only $7.50.
Such disparity highlights the upward battle many face in trying to
live on the minimum wage. For a
single person to do so is an enormous challenge; for a single parent,
it is all but impossible.
But the question remains, would

increasing the minimum wage be
an effective solution to this problem? The answer is complicated.
Of all the people a minimum wage
increase would affect, only six percent of those are single parents.
Most minimum wage earners live
in households with other earners. Think of a teenager who lives
with his or her parents, or someone whose spouse is the main provider. If raising the minimum wage
is meant to help the most needy,
it often falls far short of the task.
According to the Employment
Policies Institute (EPI), the average
household affected by minimum
wage increases has a yearly income
of $57,316. For this reason, minimum wage increases from 2003 to
2007 did not reduce the poverty
rate; most of those affected were
not those who most needed a raise.
In addition, the EPI’s analysis
shows that raising the minimum
wage would eliminate 4,000 jobs in
Maine. While one may quibble with
the accuracy of future projections,
it does correspond to recent patterns of job loss over the country.
After raising its minimum wage,
Washington D.C. saw 1,400 fewer
restaurant jobs than expected, as
compared to employment rates
in its surrounding area. This sixmonth period was the city’s largest

loss of restaurant jobs in 15 years.
But even if one supports raising
the minimum wage, there are still
valid reasons to oppose the referendum, as the referendum contains
two questions. The first has to do
with raising the minimum wage to
$12, and the second has to do with
tipped wages. Steve DiMillo, owner
of the Portland restaurant DiMillo’s, is in favor of raising the minimum wage but rejects the part of
the referendum that would require
minimum wage increases for service workers and an elimination of
the tip credit. Writing in the Portland Press Herald, he explains that
eliminating the tip credit would
make it difficult, “if not impossible,” for small restaurants to succeed. It could force restaurants to
cut back on employees, institute no
tipping policies, or even shut down
entirely. “I am truly not sure how
this referendum question will help
tipped employees,” he writes.
As a Maine resident, I care
tremendously about poverty in
Maine. I hate the fact that so many
people struggle to make ends meet
on less than a living wage. But I
worry that the referendum will not
do much in the way of addressing
this important issue. The sweeping
policy change would hurt too many
and help too few.

Ask Amanda: Hookup culture concerns
Dear Amanda,
I am a person that isn’t into
hookup culture in a school that
seems to be full of it. Is there a way
to not give in to the peer pressure
of hooking up at parties?
Dear Culture Averse,
The most important thing is to
be true to yourself. If you don’t
want to do something, don’t do
it. Stand by your preferences; it is
your body and your choice. However, I know that this is easier
said than done, so here are some
tips that might make your decison less difficult.
Like you, not everyone is into
hookup culture. If you let your

friends know how you feel, chances are that some of them may feel
similarly. They can be your allies
in resisting the culture. If you
have friends who are pressuring
you to participate, just repeat that
you are not interested. They will
understand—you will find that
people are more accepting than
you think.
You could also try to find some
other activities to occupy your
free time: board game nights
or pizza with friends are just a
couple of options. Scope out parties with other people who want
to end the night alone or organize your own party, so you have
some more control over what is

going on.
Ultimately, I cannot stress
enough that you have the right to
make your own choices. Surround
yourself with people who respect
your choices, and it will become
easier to resist the larger hook-up
culture. You are not alone; there
are many people who feel as you
do. It is just a matter of personal
preference, and you should not
feel shamed into acting a certain
way or feeling the need to give
into peer pressure.
Thanks for the question,
Amanda
Need advice? Submit a question to
colby-advice.tumblr.com
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How off campus living is
affecting Colby’s culture
B y M errill R ead
Staff Writer

Campus living is a large part
of what makes Colby different
from other educational institutions. With 95 to 98 percent of
all students living on campus
in either a dorm or an apartment, the campus has a unique
culture and community. As
more students decide to live
off-campus, however, the culture changes, and it is worth
examining these effects.
The majority of Colby students find living on campus a
good fit for a number of reasons. Some like that they have
unlimited swipes in the dining
halls; others that they can get
up five minutes before class.
Still others appreciate being
around people living in similar
situations and environments.
There are many benefits to living on campus, but those who
live off campus see benefits in
relocating as well.
In a conversation with Kat
Restrepo ’18, she revealed her
reasons for wanting to live
off campus her senior year. “I
wanted to have a kitchen and
didn’t want to live in an apartment where most of the on
campus social scene is,” she explained. Kat plans on living on
Carroll Street with five other
Colby students. In Kat’s case,
she wanted the freedom of amenities while also staying close
to campus.
Because housing is mostly
on campus, most social events
take place there as well. However, there are parties that take
place at off campus houses,
introducing an element of ex-

clusivity into Colby’s culture.
So far this year there haven’t
When Jacqueline Albanese ’19 been many issues with off camwas asked about her thoughts pus parties. There are clearly
on off campus living, she re- risks, however: someone could
sponded, “I’m normally impar- drink too much, someone who
tial, but on nights like tonight shouldn’t drive could drive, or
(October 1) I’m against it be- the police could get involved.
cause people are leaving to go Both the host and the people
party and be exclusive when invited need to weigh the pros
they could be here on campus and cons.
and be inclusive.”
I chose Colby for many reaJackie has a point. Off cam- sons, one of them being that
pus houses are more obscure, most students were located on
and thus only
campus. I liked
those who are
the aspect of
“in the know”
c om mu n it y,
about the adand that meant
I
chose
Colby
for
dress and time
a lot to me as
are able to go.
I’m sure it does
many
reasons,
It also heightfor many other
ens the risk of
people on camone
of
them
bepolice interacpus. Why would
tion that could
you want to
ing
that
most
end poorly for
come to Colby if
those who are
students were lo- that wasn’t what
underage. Anyou were lookother concerncated on campus. ing for? Despite
ing aspect is
the slow move
transportation
to surrounding
to and from these off campus areas, I feel our strong commuparties. Having to travel intro- nity is still intact, but how will
duces drunk driving as a poten- it evolve if the ratio continues
tial risk.
to change?
Usually, Colby students are
Whether you decide to live
smart about transportation and off campus or on, simple infind a sober person to drive, teractions are the most imporbut sometimes there are one or tant aspect of keeping comtwo people who decide they are munity alive. One could live
sober enough, smart enough, on campus and be just as exor invincible enough to take clusive as someone who lives
to the roads. Sometimes they off, so it is up to the student
win that bet, sometimes they body and how we react to
lose. I respect the houses that these changes that will detercoordinate a bus to and from mine our future community
these events for mitigating this dynamic. Choosing where you
threat. After all, they’re just want to live has more implicatrying to have fun and are also tions than one would assume,
taking a risk themselves being and that is a power we as stuthe host.
dents should acknowledge.
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JOKAS’
SPECIALS
Woodchuck Winter 6-pack
$4.99
Lakefront Session IPA 6-pack
$3.99
Johnny Appleseed 6-pack
$4.99
We now have the largest selection of
domestic and imported beers in Central Maine
WE NOW TAKE CREDIT AND DEBIT CARDS!
Open Sun.-Wed. until 9 p.m.,
Thurs. until 10 p.m.,
Fri. & Sat. until Midnight

207-873-6228
Jokas Discount Beverages
52 Front Street
Waterville, ME

Your guide to Maine’s ballot initiatives
By James Burnet t

Contributing Writer
With Donald Tr ump and
Hillar y Clinton’s presidential
campaigns dominating the
news c ycle, it is easy to forget
that the president is just one
of many choices voters will
have to make on November

8. However, here in Maine,
where citizen initiatives are
relatively easy to get on the
ballot, voters will decide on
a wide range of topics. This
year, five questions are on the
ballot as citizen introduced
ballot initiatives, which include marijuana legalization
and more stringent gun control regulations. As a voter,

Nathaniel Rees | The Colby Echo
This November, Maine voters will cast their ballots for five citizen-introduduced initiatives.

it is one’s civic duty to make
informed decisions about
state issues, as well as the
presidential election. Here is
a breakdown of the five referendum questions appearing
on the ballot this November.
The first question on the
ballot asks, “Do you want to
allow the possession and use
of marijuana under state law
by persons who are at least
21 years of age, and allow the
cultivation, manufacture, distribution, testing, and sale
of marijuana? ” This question
is fairly straightfor ward. By
voting “yes,” Maine will follow in the footsteps of states
like C olorado and Washington in legalizing and regulating marijuana sales.
Marijuana legalization advocates state that legalization
will provide increased tax and
tourism revenue, a decrease
in drug abuse, and will stop
the unjust incarceration of
young people for minor dr ug
offenses, especially people of
color. However, groups who
oppose the question claim
that marijuana is extremely
addictive and that legalization will normalize the dr ug
to children. The opposition
also expresses concern about
the alleged negative emotional and physical effects of
marijuana use.
The second ballot question
asks, “Do you want to add a
three percent tax on individual Maine taxable income
above $200,000 to create a
state fund that would provide
direct suppor t for student
learning? ” This ballot initiative is in response to a passed
2004 ballot initiative that

mandates that the state budget includes enough money
to fund 55 percent of public
education costs.
Powerful interest groups
have lined up on both sides
of this bill. The Maine AFLCIO and Maine Education
Association both support the
initiative as the most effective public school funding solution. However, Republican
Governor Paul LePage and the
Maine Chamber of Commerce
oppose the initiative, saying
that a tax increase for wealthy
Mainers is not the solution to
fund the public school budget.
The t hird question asks,
“D o you want to re quire b ackground che cks pr ior to t he
s ale or t ransfer of f ire ar ms? ”
This gun control initiative,
supp or te d by t he Maine Gun
Safety C oa lition and The
Brady C amp aign to Pre vent
Gun Violence, is toute d as
common s ens e gun control
legislat ion t hat wou ld prohibit domestic abus ers and ot her
dangerous p e ople to gain access to guns. O pp onents, including t he well-f unde d Nat ional Rif le Ass o ciation, st ate
t hat t he legislation will make
it more dif f ic u lt for law-abiding cit izens to obt ain guns
for prote c t ion.
The four th question asks
whether the minimum wage
should be raised to $12 per
hour by 2020. In addition,
voting yes on this question
would also increase the direct
wage for tipped workers f rom
half of the minimum wage
to five dollars an hour in
2017. This minimum wage for
tipped workers would continue to increase by a dollar per

year until it is equal to the
general minimum wage, with
a deadline of 2024.
Suppor ters of the initiative,
including the Maine AFLCIO and the Maine Speaker
of the House, Rep. Mark Eves
(D-6) explain that all workers deser ve to earn at least a
living wage. Opponents, including Governor LePage and
the Maine State Chamber of
C ommerce, believe the initiative will place an undue burden on businesses, thereby
increasing unemployment.
T he f if t h and f ina l cit iz en
int ro du ce d init i at ive on t he
b a l l ot ask s , “D o you want
to a l l ow voters to r an k t heir
choices of c and id ates in el e ct ions … and to have b a l l ots
cou nte d at t he st ate l e vel in
mu lt ipl e rou nds in w h ich
l ast- pl a ce
c and id ates
are
el im inate d u nt i l a c and id ate
w ins by maj or it y ? ” A yes vote
on t h is init i at ive wou l d sup p or t est abl ish ing a st ate w id e
s y stem of r an ke d - choice voting . Supp or ters of r an ke d choice vot ing , inclu d ing t he
Maine D emo cr at ic Par t y, t he
L ib er t ar i an Par t y of Maine,
and t he Maine Gre en Ind ep end ent
Par t y,
b el ie ve
r an ke d - choice vot ing is most
l i kely to el e c t a c and id ate
w it h bro a d app e a l. O pp os it ion to t he bi l l, inclu d ing
G over nor L ePage, st ates t hat
l og ist ic a l cha l l enges wou l d
ma ke t he init i at ive cost ly and
d if f ic u lt to impl ement.
This election c ycle, it’s impor tant to be prepared to vote
not only for president, but
also for the array of other
pressing issues Mainers will
face in November.
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Exclusive with Band The Novel Ideas

Pen to Paper

“I-A” Excerpt

By Cleo Aukland

by Harper Estey ’17

This Friday night, Colby will
host the Massachusetts-based
band, The Novel Ideas. The group
has played at Colby in the past, as
part of the Friday Night Live concert series organized by SPB and
during the Spring Loudness Festival in 2015. Self-identifying as
a country-folk quintet, The Novel
Ideas favor smooth and flowing melodies with gorgeous harmonies and jaunting (and often
twangy) guitar accompaniment.
The music is folksy and soothing, rich with vocals and instrumentation that complement each
other. The group formed in bits
and pieces: Danny Hoshino ‘11
(guitars, pedal steel, vocals) had
known Daniel Radin (guitar and
vocals) since kindergarten. The
other members, Sarah Grella
(vocals), James Parkington (bass
guitar, vocals) and Karl Grohmann (drums) joined sporadically,
through various college classes
and common friends.
“The musicianship fit is really important,” said Radin during a phone interview with The
Echo. “First and foremost, we’re
friends and we get along together.” Indeed, the group is remarkably fun to watch in person:
during a performance at Colby in
2015, the band members brought
the audience to the echoing entrance hall in front of Page Commons and led everyone in an exquisite rendition of “Landslide”.
“Oh, yeah, that was really, really
neat,” said Radin. He described the
moment as one of his favorites on tour
and expressed his thoughts on what
makes Colby performances special. “I
think colleges are really fun… espe-

I found Sandy first, pressed against the alley wall
between Frankie’s Joint and the Pony.  It took me a moment to recognize who she was with, but I knew Steven’s hair anywhere.  Even from the back.  Even with
Sandy’s fingers tucked in the middle of it.  I couldn’t
see Steven’s hands, but I could see his lips.  And I could
see hers.  I could see all four of their lips but I couldn’t
tell where any of them ended.  I thought I had fallen
as low as someone can, but the sight of them was the
straw that broke my back and sent me crashing through
that glass floor.
I’m not sure how long I stood outside and
watched them—longer than I should have—but the
college kids were still cheering for the band to come
back out when I went inside the Pony again.  They’d
all had their share of courage and weren’t afraid to tell
the world about it.  None of them saw the lead singer
behind them at the bar, laughing between his drinks
and cheering along with them.  I stood by the door and
tried to forget about her.  And him.  And his hands running through the wrong hair, stroking the wrong cheek,
exploring the wrong body. The lead singer had his arms
around two different girls, a beer in one hand and a
cigarette in the other.
“Hey!” He called with a gesture for me to come
over.  He turned to the girl on his left arm as I made
my way over to him. “This here’s the guy who wouldn’t
have a drink with me earlier.”
“Well I’m sure he’ll join us for one now,” the girl
on his left cooed.  “Won’t you?”
“I don’t know,” I responded. “I was about to head
home, really.”
“Little life advice my man,” the singer said, moving the arm holding his cigarette to me.  “When a woman like that offers you a drink, you always take it.  Unless, that is, you’ve got a tremendous reason to decline.  
So do you have one?”
“Well I’ve got my physical in a few hours,” I told
him. “Plus my best friend just went home with my…
someone I didn’t want her to go home with.  Either of
those good enough?
“Her?”
“Are they good enough or not?”
“Well you’re telling me that you might get sent
off to some war and you’re heartbroken.”  He turned
back to the bar and shouted at Bobby.  “Barkeep! This
cat needs a drink.”
Before he had finished speaking, two shot glasses filled with a mysterious green liquid slid our way.  I
tipped mine back immediately.  The faster I drank the
sooner I left.  I was used to the warmth liquor brings,
but that curious green drink set me on fire.  My eyes
stung and watered over, I could hardly breathe without
kindling the flames, and my throat was the aftermath of
a napalm strike.
“So your best friend’s going behind your back
with your girl or something?”
“Yeah,” I said. “Or something.”
He shook his head in disappointment.   The
crowd cheering for an encore had finally accepted that
the show was over.  Their hero leaned to the girl on his
right and started to whisper something in her ear.   I
took the opportunity to head for the door, excited for
the restless sleep in my future.  Before I made it to the
door, the lead singer threw his arm around my shoulder.
“Hang on man, I got a little secret to tell ya,” he
leaned in close next to me, his face just inches from
mine.  I could practically smell the seductive talent that
left his lips on stage each night.  “Look, man.  I can’t
give you better advice about your broken heart than
that shot.   But if you wanna stay here in Jersey and
avoid that war, just tell ‘em you’re gay.  It’s some sort of
mental instability to them.  You’ll walk away a free man,
just like I did.  And free men get to talk to these lovely
ladies behind me.  Come on, brother.  Let’s go back to
them.”
With that he turned back to the bar and returned
his arms to their rightful place.  I stood stonelike for
a moment, my hand pressed against the door.   I saw
Steven come in through the back and talk to Bobby at
the bar. He settled his tab and I watched Bobby short
change him.  He looked my way once Steven had left
again, with the saddest smile I’d ever seen.   I threw
him a resigned smile and he just nodded his head.  He
poured me a few more ounces of green magic as I let
go of the door and walked back to the bar.  I tipped it
back and headed outside.  Steven and Sandy were nowhere to be found, but Davey was just coming up the
steps from below.  He didn’t say a word to me.  He just
walked over to Frankie’s Joint, pulled a quarter out of
his pocket, and started a game of pinball.

Want to see your creative writing featured in The Echo? Contact A&E Editor
Cleo Aukland at caukland@colby.edu

A&E Editor

cially somewhere like Colby, which is
kind of secluded. It feels like people are
really looking to connect and talk after
the set and sometimes you can play a
show and wonder if anyone enjoyed
that, but at Colby you can definitely
connect with people after.” Radin also
told a story about seniors who approached him at the Spring Loudness
Festival in 2015 and said how they
remembered seeing The Novel Ideas
perform freshman year, reiterating
his fondness for Colby students and
the emphasis on community. He also
recounted speaking with a senior last
March who was in The Colby Eight
and mentioned that he’d learned one
of their songs, and that they all played
together after the set.

“Sometimes you can
play a show and wonder if anyone enjoyed
that, but at Colby you
can definitely connect
with people after.”
Daniel Radin
Guitar and Vocals

“We strive with all of our performances to be as honest and relatable and engaging as possible,
whatever that looks like,” Radin
said. Their shows are intimate, involved, and cozy. It’s evident that
The Novel Ideas enjoy themselves
when they perform and enjoy having a genuine and interested audience. Radin spoke easily over the
phone, answering questions happily and honestly. It was obvious
that he cares sincerely for his work
and for making legitimate connec-

The Novel Ideas is performing as part of the Friday Night Live series this Friday, October 7.

tions with people. This sentiment
translates into the band’s music,
which is relatable, warm, and
beautiful. It’s rare to get such organic music, but after understanding the band’s emphasis on relating as honestly as possible, it fits.
“Surround yourself with as many
talented people as you can, because
they’re people that will just make
you better,” Radin said in response
to what advice he’d give burgeoning
musicians. “You can lift each other
up, because if you think you’re the
best and the most talented in every room you go in, then you’re not
going to learn anything. With our
band, we each have sort of a specialty that we bring to it and we’re
constantly checking each other to
make sure we’re getting to a level that
we want to be at.” And how to find
these people? “Find someone that
you’re like, ‘oh my god, this person
is amazing, I want to listen to them
sing all day,’ and see if they’ll play
music with you.”
The Novel Ideas recently released
an EP called St. Paul Sessions, which
they finished and brought with them
when they played at Colby last March.
They’ll be playing songs from that album, according to Radin, but will also
play some old songs. “If you enjoy
harmony-driven folk music then we’ll
be up your ally,” Radin said.
SPB typically provides locallycatered snacks for the Friday Night
Live series, which take place in the
Bobby Silberman Lounge (LoPo).
The show will be Friday, October
7 at 9:00 p.m. At the risk of editorializing, The Novel Ideas are completely worth your time. They’re
good people intent on making good
music, and we are very lucky to have
them. The Colby Echo thanks Daniel
Radin for taking the time to speak
with us and for spending this Friday
night with us.

Courtesy of Daniel Radin

Original Play “Constellations” Returns
By Jacqueline Betz

Assistant A&E Editor
This weekend, the original play
Constellations will return to Colby as one of the Parent’s Weekend
activities. Written and performed
by Alexis Atkinson ’15, this onewoman show uses multimedia
and varied storytelling methods
to give the audience a look into
the mind of a young black female
as she develops as a person and
experiences marginalization.
Constellations was first developed by Atkinson, while a
senior at Colby, as part of the
Performance Lab Series, a program where students created and
organized their own shows with
support from the Theater and
Dance Department. Now, she
will be bringing it back to Colby with much of the same crew,
comprised of a mélange of current students, alumni, and faculty
members. This includes stage
manager Emilie Jensen ’15, pro-

duction designer Thomas Lue ’16,
and current students Rachel Prestigiacomo ’17 and Kathryn Butler
’17, who are on lighting and stage
managing respectively.
Now Constellations is returning to Strider Theater, bringing a
new perspective from its creator.
“Not much has changed in terms
of content,” she remarks. “I feel
like a lot has changed in me personally as I’m telling the story.”
After graduating and moving,
Atkinson said she continued to
develop the work and has since
performed it at Dixon Place, a
well-established New York City
theater that serves as “an incubator for new work.” Atkinson
was asked to bring Constellations
back to Colby for this homecoming weekend by the faculty in
Theater and Dance. “They said,
‘We really want to showcase your
work and get you moving along,
find ways to support people in
the arts,’” Atkinson explained.
So, what should we expect from

Constellations? It presents the very
intimate and autobiographical story of its creator in a new and inventive light. “When I started writing
it, it was a very visual process…I
didn’t know how to capture that
setting without giving a certain
visual aspect, so you see a lot of
lighting and music interwoven into
the writing. I wouldn’t say that the
whole show is dependent on the
visuals, but the visuals…[help]
tell a lot of the story and establish
certain settings and moods, and
really, I like to think of it like the
walls of my mind being projected
onto the walls of the theater. And
I think that…the general spectacle of theater comes to play and
helps to tell a really personal story,”
said Atkinson.
Constellations will be performed in
Strider Theater on Friday, October 7
and Saturday, October 8 at 8 p.m., with
a run time of 30 minutes. Tickets are
free and available online on the Theater
and Dance Department website or at
the door.
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The Waking Windows Festival in Portland
Features Local Comedians, Musicians, Writers
By Olivia Ainsworth
Contributing Writer

& Cleo Aukland
A&E Editor

This weekend kicked off the second annual Waking Windows Festival in Portland, Maine. The festival featured musicians, comedians,
and writers at local establishments
in the Arts District of downtown
Portland. Originally started in 2011
in Winooski, VT by Paddy Reagan and Nick Mavodones, Waking
Windows has attracted thousands
of people to northwest Vermont
and spread to Portland in 2015.
While the Vermont Waking Windows takes place in May, the Portland Waking Windows took place
last weekend.The festival seemed
very organic and personal, with
participants chatting easily together. There was no rigid formalities,
security, or insistent schedule. People wandered in and out of venues,
perusing lineups and walking up
and down Congress Street.
For $25 a ticket, festival-goers
saw acts like No Chill Comedy
at Empire, a venue on Congress
Street, hosted by Annie Russell
and featuring comedians Gary
Petersen and Will Green. Russell
put No Chill Comedy together
from friends’ suggestions, leading her to Green and Petersen.

A Michigan native, Green
moved to the Portland area
where he became a regular at
the Portand Comedy Connection group. From discussing (in
detail) an amazing scalp massage in his act to bemoaning the
consistent reminders of monster
moose along Maine highways,
Green seems to have adjusted
to life in Maine with gusto and
hilarity.
Petersen, a staple in the Boston comedy scene, vividly described in his set everything
from his current living situation with his father to spending
his life’s savings on a Wendy’s
sandwich. Offstage, Petersen is
much quieter than his onstage
persona might suggest, but says
he can’t get enough of performing. He described his process
in an interview with The Echo
as trying to be in the moment
as much as possible but following general patterns that he’s
worked on beforehand. Performing as an opener for Louis
C.K. was one of the highlights of
his career, as Louis C.K. is one
of his inspirations.
Petersen’s advice to young comedians is that “[comedy] is like
going into a pool. Don’t dip your
toe in: you have to just jump in.”
In order to celebrate and promote

his upcoming comedy album,
Petersen will be road tripping
around the country, camping
in national parks and touring
in big cities.
Down the street, eclectic band
Bad Mariachi played at Tandem
Coffee, a local coffee hotspot
that has been a venue for Waking Windows since the festival’s
inception. Based on the suggestions of friends, the owners of
Tandem Coffee decided to host
a literary Page Burner series in
2015 and continued the tradition this year, with the addition
of musicians.
Bad Mariachi came together in
the weeks before Waking Windows
and were even taking suggestions
for their setlist in the minutes before
their show began. This spontaneity
seems characteristic for the Waking Windows festival; many of the
shows venues and performers seem
to have come together through
communication between friends
and peers in the Portland art scene.
The atmosphere was local and community centered; performers cited
recommendations from friends
for their involvement, and there
were personal connections to many
of the shows.
The Echo thanks WMHB for
their involvement in acquiring
press passes.

Cleo Aukland | The Colby Echo
Bad Mariachi, an eclectic band, plays guitar at Tandem Coffee in Portland, ME. Tandem
Coffee is just one of the unique venues for the Waking Windows Festival.

Interview with Improv Getting to Know Colby Pottery
By Cleo Aukland
A&E Editor

Last Thursday, Colby Improv
kicked off their semester with
a short-form show in the Bobby Silberman Lounge (LoPo).
Their short-form shows include
a series of games in quick succession that feature three or
four members of the 11 person
team. The performers took suggestions to create improvised
scenes. These included scenes
which only allowed the phrases
“how many is there?” and “turn
around slowly,” another scene
that took place in a laboratory with sound effects spoken
off-stage, and a meeting with
a school principal admonishing students for peeing in the
teachers’ coffee, cutting off
girls’ braids, and pretending to
be a lunch lady. The show was
just as hilarious, unpredictable,
and engaging as usual.
The performances attract a
steadily increasing fan base,
filling LoPo to the brim and
spilling into the Pub. The show
is purely fun, and the members
never fail to fill the room with
infectious enthusiasm.
The Echo conducted interviews with some of Improv’s
senior members, Teddy Simpson ’17, Wilder Davies ’17,
and Ben Semmes ’17.
The Echo: What’s your favorite
memory from Improv?
TS: I loved the first time we
did a long form show, I was
hooked after that. I remember
the feeling more than the particulars of what we said or did.
WD: We once did a retreat
to Ben’s two hundred-year-old
house in rural New Hampshire
and pretended to be a nineteenth century family and took
a bunch of weird black and
white photos. Good mems.
BS: Sophomore year, entering Powder and Whigs Redeye
Film Festival… [we stayed]
up till the sunrise editing Improv’s winning submission:
Mission Monster.
Echo: What do you think
about during shows?

WD: Usually I am pretty
nervous about whether or not
people will be able to hear me.
Everybody in the group calls
me out on being a “mumbler”
so I try to be as loud as possible
during shows.
BS: We often joke that we
“blackout” during performances as we struggle to remember
anything said seconds after
coming offstage. But it’s true.
I really don’t know what goes
through my mind during performances. Probably “Why are
they laughing at that?” [or] “Do
they really think that’s funny?”
TS: I’m very focused in on the
people I’m working with during
shows. If you’re up on stage with
only one other person, you’ve
got to be dialed into each other
for it to work at all: listening
and watching their movements,
it’s critical for you to be on the
same page. But yeah, mostly
I don’t remember specifics of
what we do in shows.
Echo: What’s your favorite
part about Improv?
BS: I love that the group gets so
much support from its fans. Doing comedy, we allow ourselves
to be pretty vulnerable in public.
In the real world, amateur comedians rarely face the kind of
generosity and enthusiasm that
we receive from a Colby crowd.
TS: The best part about the
group is that it’s a pretty eclectic
group of kids and we get to hang
out all the time! Most of our favorite part of Improv is getting
dinner right after practice.
WD: My favorite thing about
Improv is how well we get to
know one another as time goes
on. We are constantly up in each
other’s business, and always prying into each others lives. It is
pretty difficult to keep up walls
in the club. One way or another
people will get around them. We
also are all well aware of each
other’s flaws and shortcomings.
Echo: How are the new
recruits?
TS: We are so excited about the
new guys! They did such a great job
in the first show.
WD: They got a lot of chutzpah
and are really down for trying new
and challenging things.

By Louisa Goldman
Contributing Writer

Without the pressure of spending
Mother’s Day at home, it’s pretty
easy for college students to avoid
the idea of coil mugs altogether.
Many, however, have opted to begin
or continue their love of ceramics
by joining the Colby Pottery Club.
“I became interested in ceramics
in my freshmen year. I had never
done pottery before, and my friend
took me to the studio in November,
and I loved it!” Said Nick Pattison
’18, co-head of the Pottery Club. “I
have now been doing pottery for
about 2 years, off and on, learning
as I go, and helping others learn too.
I find that it is an extremely relaxing and meditative art, and often
times I don’t mind if I don’t make
anything, because I just like the feel
of throwing clay on the wheel.”
On the other hand, treasurer
Alyssa Kullberg ’18 had a bit more
potting experience before coming to Colby. “I first became interested in ceramics my sophomore
year of high school when I took it
for my art requirement,” she said.
“It was a really challenging and at
the same time relaxing activity, so
I kept at it and have continued it

through college.”
ing Pottery Club, but missed their
One major perk of being a mem- booth at the Club expo, have no
ber is everyday access to the studio, fear: it is very easy and simple to get
meaning students can pot, glaze or involved at this point in the year.
wheel whenever their hearts de- “There is a contract that every potsire. And this access is not restrict- tery club member must sign to join
ed to those experithe club, which you
enced in ceramics:
can get from an of“It was a rewhether a student
ficer or adviser in
has had years of
the pottery studio
ally challenging
alone time with the
when it’s open or by
wheel or has never
emailing one of the
and at the same
even heard of a
club officers (either
kiln, it is simple to
Nick Pattison, club
time relaxing
become involved in
president or me,
activity...”
the Colby Pottery
Alyssa
Kullberg,
Club. “A major part
Treasurer).
After
of our purpose is to
filling out the form,
Alyssa Kullberg ’18 you can return it
involve the community around potTreasurer, Pottery Club to me by mailing it
tery and clay-based
to my campus box
art, no matter what!
(6841) with either
In fact, most of our students don’t $10 for the semester or $15 for the
actually know how to make pot- year to have 24/7 access to the pottery before they come here, and tery club key, which stays in the sethat’s what the officers, advisors, curity office, right above the pottery
and members of the studio are here studio,” Kullberg said.
for: to help each other learn!” PatWhether you intend on sculpttison said. “We try to offer begin- ing a masterpiece or just want a
ner lessons throughout the semes- cheap gift for your parents this
ter to help newcomers get more holiday season, the Colby Pottery
involved and improve their skills,” Club presents excellent opportuKullberg added.
nities to learn, create, and get inIf you are interested in join- volved on campus!

Courtesy of Colby Improv
Colby Improv is one of the most popular and eccentric student performing groups on campus.
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Want to write for
The Echo?
Interested in
Photography?
Email Co-EICs

Kiernan Somers
(kjsomers@colby.edu)
or
Caroline Ferguson
(cefergus@colby.edu)
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Upcoming Events
Thursday, October 6
Wellness Fair
Page Commons / 7:00 A.M.
Thursday, October 6
The Art of Risk-Taking
Roberts 111 — Robins Room / 12:00 P.M.
Friday, October 7
Pizza and Politics
Diamond 122 / 12:00 P.M.
Friday, October 7
Special Collections Tour
Miller Library / 12:00 P.M.
Friday, October 7
Miller Tower Tours
Miller Library / 2:00 P.M.
Friday, October 7
Constellations
Strider Theater / 8:00 P.M.
Friday, October
Friday Night Live: The Novel Ideas
Bobby Silberman (LoPo) / 9:00 P.M.

Sports

Waterville, Maine
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Men’s soccer holds Panthers
to scoreless overtime draw

Devastator of the Week

By Henry Dodge
Staff Writer

Attribution

Courtesy of Alisha Lee
Held ’17 makes a strong carry towards the Middlebury defense in the Mules 27-0 shutout of the Panthers this past weekend. Held went on to show her resiliance by playing in
the B-side match minutes after playing a full A-side match.

Emmy Held ’17
Sport: Women’s Rugby
#3
Position: Prop

Hometown: Haneoye Falls, NY.
Why: Held ’17 has proved a force to be reckoned
with in women’s rugby since her debut at the Beast
of the East Tournament last Spring. Since then, she
has quickly cemented her place at the Mules’ starting
prop in a dominant scrum. Since scoring her first try at
the Maine State Women’s Rugby Tournament in May
(which the Mules won), Held has become known for
her devastat- ing runs, hard hits, and strong performances in rucks.

The Colby men’s soccer team
took on the Middlebury Panthers
on a classic New England fall
Saturday this past weekend. The
Panthers came into the match
ranked 16th nationally and had
a distinct player size advantage
over the smaller Mules.
Starting off, Colby had the slight
edge in the first half, keeping the
ball mostly in opposing territory,
but there were a lot of 50-50 balls
that pinballed around the middle
of the field as both teams tried to
find their rhythm and implement
their strategy. Middlebury had a
strong counterattack and they attempted to distribute the ball to
their forwards any
way they could.
The Mules defense
held strong for the
first half and the
Panthers
didn’t
create many scoring opportunities.
Both Aidan Black
’18 and Jansen
Aoyama ’19 registered shots on
goal. Forward Jeff
Rosenberg ’19 also
had a huge impact
on the game as
the speedster kept
Middlebury on their toes with
dangerous runs in the box.
The second half was more

of the same but Colby seemed the first two halves continuto be playing with more confi- ing into the extra period as the
dence. The PanMules continued to
thers struggled to
pressure the weary
get anything goPanthers. Despite
ing offensively as
strong play for both
the Mules played
sides, the resolute
a resolute deMules’ defense held
fense and counback the Panthers,
terattacked with
securing a 0-0 final
they got the opscore at the end of
portunity. Colby
overtime. If there
showed great tewas a man-of-thenacity on the stat
match, it would
sheet as the Mules
probably have to be
finished the game
Colby goalkeeper
Aidan
Black
with a 11-9 shot
Avery Gibson ’20.
Class of 2018
advantage
over
The first-year startthe Panthers and
er recorded his seca 6-2 corner kick
ond shutout of the
advantage--both indicators that season and had five huge saves,
they had stron- including a diving save after a
ger offensive play rare breakdown of the Mules
throughout
the defense that kept the score tied
game. The rotat- and shifted the momentum back
ing forward line to the home team. Black talked
of Black, Rosen- about the team’s grit post game,
berg, Jacob Tow- saying that “The lads battled for
er ’19, and Cam all one-hundred and ten minutes
Clouse ’19 was dy- and defended our home turf--we
namic throughout refused to lose at home. In the
the game as each end, even though we had chances
brought a different to get the win, we were happy
style of play, and with a tie against a team of MidMiddlebury con- dlebury’s caliber.”
stantly had to adThe Mules face off against
just their defense Maine Maritime Academy at
to keep up.
home on Tuesday before matchWith the score at the final ing up against Wesleyan Uniwhistle 0-0, the game went into versity on Parent’s Weekend
overtime, with the patterns of this Saturday.

“The lads
battled for all
one-hundred
and ten minutes.”

Colby had the
slight edge in
the first half,
keeping the
ball in opposing territory.

Football falls to Panthers, 35-14
By Jacob Adner
Staff Writer

In what stacked up to be a competitive matchup, the Mules fell in
defeat to the Middlebury Panthers
last weekend. Coming off a morale-boosting win against Williams
the previous Saturday, the Mules
looked to keep the momentum going against a strong Middlebury
team. Despite not having beaten
the Panthers since 2010, the colby’s
football team felt confident.
The game began with stout defense on both sides. The Colby
offense matched up much better
with Middlebury this year than last
year, largely a resulting of Middlebury’s two graduating all-NESCAC
defenders having been replaced by
less experienced faces. Following a
scoreless first quarter, the second
quarter would bring plenty of offensive action.
Middlebury Quarterback Jared
Lebowitz, a transfer from D-1
University of Nevada Las Vegas,
led the offensive charge for the
Panthers. A long drive ended in
an 8-yard pass from Lebowitz to

Middlebury’s Ryan Rizzo to make
it 7-0. On their next possession,
Middlebury took three plays before Lebowitz unleashed a 64yard pass to make it
14-0. Another stop
and another quick
possession by Middlebury
brought
the score to 21-0.
The third quarter
opened with much
of the same as Lebowitz led the panthers on a 77-yard
drive to add another touchdown. The
ensuing possession
had the same script
to bring the overall score to 35-0.
Colby had plans to respond in the
fourth quarter.
Quarterback Christian Sparacio
’18 led the Mules 66 yards down
the field at the beginning of the
fourth quarter. He finished the
drive on a 2-yard touchdown run
to put Colby on the board. Later in
the quarter, Sparacio found Sebastian Ferrell ’19 on a 29-yard scor-

ing strike to add to the comeback,
but it was too late. The game would
finish with the score of 35-14.
Despite the loss, Colby remains
positive and optimistic about the
rest of the season.
Ian Dickey ’18 captured the sentiment
of the persistent
Mules. “It was a
tough loss but we
still see a lot of potential in our season
and are excited for
the next six games.
Our defense in parIan Dickey ticular is still very
in our
Class of 2018 confident
abilities and we’re
looking forward to
Wesleyan this week,” Dickey said.
Dickey played well for the Mules
this week recording six tackles and
an interception on the goal line to
stop Middlebury right before halftime. The team clearly has an upbeat attitude about the rest of the
year, which bodes well for them as
they prepare to host Wesleyan on
Parent’s weekend this Saturday.

“It was a
tough loss but
we still see a
lot of potential”

W. Soccer crushes USM, then loses to Panthers 3-0
By Ben Freeland

Contributing Writer
Crossing the halfway point
in the NESCAC season last
Saturday, the women’s soccer
team fell 3-0 to the Middlebury
Panthers, leaving the side with
a 0-5 NESCAC record. The disappointing loss to the Panthers
came off the heels of a dominating, 7-1 out of league win
against the University of Southern Maine (USM) last Tuesday.
Against USM, Colby got off
to a hot start, with junior Laura
Arnold ’17 netting the game’s
first goal just over a minute
into the game. The Mules con-

tinued their stellar start with their own later in the game, retwo goals from Hannah Bro- sulting in a 7-1 win over their
zdowski ’19—the first of her Maine opponents. The Mules
collegiate career.
outshot USM by
Nicola Katz ’20
an incredible 24
would also score
shots to 4, and
her first collealso had four
giate goal secThe Mules outcorner kicks veronds later, assus USM’s one.
shot USM by an
sisted by Mary
The
Mules
Farnkoff
’20.
came into Satincredible 24 shots urday’s
Kara Wilson ’20
game
soon
followed
against Middleto four, and had
with a breakaway
bury looking to
goal of her own
snap a four game
four corner kicks.
just five minutes
losing streak in
after Katz’s.
NESCAC
play
Aliza
van
and claim their
Leesten ’17 and Katherine Fra- first NESCAC victory over the
ser ’19 would tally on goals of high-riding Middlebury Pan-

thers. However, Colby gave up
an early goal to Middlebury,
with Midd’s Katherine Hobbes
shooting it by Colby’s keeper,
Samantha Rizzo ’19.
The game would remain 1-0
in Middlebury’s favor until
the 27th minute when Panther Adrianna Gildner would
touch one in. The Mules hung
around, down by two goals, for
the majority of the second half.
Gildner would score again off
a rebound with only 2 minutes
left to make the final score 3-0
in favor of Middlebury.
While Colby has had only a
few goals over the course of
the first five NESCAC games,
Laura Arnold ’17 leads the

team with three, Rizzo has now
racked up 40 saves in league
play, placing her in second
among goalies in the league.
Rizzo had seven saves
against Middlebury, and her
strong play in net, along with
increased attacking opportunities, will be crucial in order
for Colby to rack up future inleague victories this season.
The team looks to rebound
in two upcoming home games,
with the first being an out of
league fixture against University of New England on
Wednesday and the second being a major NESCAC match
versus Wesleyan on this Saturday at 11:00 a.m.

The Echo reminds you to support Colby Athletics. Volleyball takes on Conn. College at home this Friday, October 8, at 8 P.M.

Sports
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Field Hockey defeated by
Panthers, dominates Husson

The Cheap Seats

Courtesy of ColbyAthletics
Mules’ Field Hockey, guided by new head coach Kely Terwilliger, have gone 3-6 thus far in the season. Their home performances have been
noticeably stronger, holding a 2-3 record in Waterville compared to a 1-2 record away.

By Louis DeVesto

Contributing Writer
Opening October with a home
game versus NESCAC rival Middlebury, Colby field hockey gave
a strong effort but fell to the Panthers 4-1. Despite the tough loss
against Middlebury, the Mules
bounced back with a 4-2 win
the next day in their non-league
matchup with Husson.
Early in the game
against
Middlebury, the two sides
fought for possession. The Mules
had several opportunities to score
but couldn’t find
the back of the net;
strong play from
both goalies kept
the game tied until
the Panthers broke
through with 19
minutes left in the
first half. Middlebury scored again with just under ten minutes left in the first
half, and that would end up being
enough to secure the win.
Over the course of the game
Middlebury simply created more
opportunities, and they were able
to capitalize on them – the Pan-

thers had 22 shots (15 on goal) to
the Mules’ 13 (five on goal), and
also benefitted from having ten
penalty corners to the Mules’ five.
A bright spot for the Mules was
Hannah Hearn ’17, who scored her
first goal of the season (unassisted)
as she beat several Middlebury defenders and sent the ball into the
lower right corner of the net with
seven minutes left in the first half
to bring the Mules within one.
Despite the Mules’
morale boost from
Hearn’s goal, the
Panthers answered
quickly, adding another goal before
the end of the first
half, making the
score 3-1.
The Mules came
out visibly more aggressive in the second half, but Middlebury held strong
. The Panthers’ Lauren Schweppe, who
scored two of their three goals in
the first half, helped pad Middlebury’s lead by scoring her third of
the day with 25 minutes left in the
second half. There were strong performances from the Mules, including Kallie Hutchinson ’19 (4 shots,
1 on goal), Merrill Read ’19 (2

Middlebury
simply created more
oppurtunities,
and capitalized on them.

shots, 2 on goal), and Kat Restrepo
’18 on defense.
In stark contrast to the previous
day, the Mules controlled the flow
of the game against Husson, taking
19 shots (11 on goal) to Husson’s 7
(3 on goal) in addition to a 15-3 advantage in penalty corner chances.
Four players scored for the
Mules: Hutchinson, Read, Meredith Keenan ’18, and McKayla
Blanch ’17. Each added to an eventual 4-0 lead that remained unanswered by the Eagles until midway through the second half. The
Eagles managed to put two on the
board in the second half to make
it 4-2, but the Mules’ lead was too
much to overcome.
In addition to her goal, Blanch
added two assists, on Read and
Hutchinson’s goals. Also assisting
for the Mules were Tori Brown ’17
Keenan’s goal and Caroline Ferguson ’17 and Hearn on Blanch’s goal.
Emily Buckman ’20 played all 70
minutes in goal, saving one shot
while letting in two.
The Mules moved to 3-6 overall (1-5 in NESCAC play) and are
scheduled to play another two
home games next weekend: Saturday at 11 AM against NESCAC
rival Wesleyan and Sunday at 1
PM in a non-league matchup versus Endicott.

Colby tennis face competetive weekend
By Andrew D’Anieri
Staff Writer

The Colby men and women’s
tennis teams traditionally dominate play against other teams in
Maine, with only Bowdoin and
Bates providing any sort of competition. Due to the lack of quality opponents close to home, the
fall season’s Intercollegiate Tennis
Association (ITA) Championships
give the Mules a chance to test
themselves against quality opposition. The women’s team travelled
to the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology on September 23-24
for their championships, while the
men played theirs last weekend at
Williams College.
Twin sisters Gabriela and Lydia
Venditti ’19 led the Mules down
to Cambridge looking to make
some noise in a competitive field.
Lydia won her consolation match
in convincing fashion 6-0, 6-2 after falling in the opening round
6-1, 6-4 against opponents from
Gordon College and Mount Holyoke College, respectively (to win
a match of tennis, a player must
win two sets. To win a set, a player
must win 6 games). Gabriela faced
NESCAC opposition in her two
matches. She lost her first round
match to Tufts University 6-2,
6-2 before succumbing 6-1, 6-0

to Williams College. Somehow, terfinal] match was impressive bethe twins managed to squeeze in cause he played poorly in the first
a doubles match in an exhausting set, took some time to regroup,
day full of tennis. With fatigue came back out and picked up his
possibly a factor, they fell 8-2 to a level for the last two sets.” Unforpair from Amherst College.
tunately, the ride finally ended for
The men’s team enjoyed decid- Murad Saturday afternoon, losing
edly better fortunes on their foray in straight sets 7-5, 6-0 to Middleinto regional play
bury College.
this weekend. Vlad
Several
other
Murad ’17 won four
Mules also put
singles
matches
in strong perforover the course of
mances over the
Friday and Saturweekend.
Murad
day to reach the
and his doubles
ITA
semifinals.
partner Carl Reid
He coasted to vic’17 combined to
tory in the first
reach the quarterfiand second rounds,
nals. Colby’s other
Jason
Cohen
winning 6-3, 6-1
doubles pairing of
Men’s Tennis Head Coach Zale Shah ’20 and
and 6-0, 6-2 on
the opening day of
Scott Altmeyer ’20
play. On Saturday,
opened the tourMurad took on
nament with an
players from Williams in both the impressive 8-1 victory over Bates
third round and quarterfinals in before losing to a heavily favored
two grueling three-set affairs. He Bowdoin team 8-4.
took a hard fought 6-2, 3-6, 6-4
The Mules sought competition
win early in the day before claw- these past few weeks in an ating back for a stunning 1-6, 6-4, tempt to better themselves against
6-2 victory.
strong opponents. Both the men
Head coach Jason Cohen was and women showed that they
impressed by the Murad’s perfor- can compete with anyone in New
mance but acknowledged it was England. As the fall season winds
not unexpected, “Vlad has been down, both teams will look to
playing great this fall, so this is build on their successes in prepacertainly not a surprise. His [quar- ration for the spring season.

“[Murad] has
been playing
great this fall”

Courtesy of Dustin Satloff
Alexa Busser ’17 has had a strong senior season, putting in six kills with zero attack errors
in the Mules’ latest game against Williams.

By Will Levesque
Sports Editor

Behind every scoreline and sports article there is an athlete, and
they usually have something to say. The Colby Echo’s new feature,
The Cheap Seats, seeks out the funnier side of Colby’s athletes off
the field.
This week we sit down with Colby Volleyball’s Alexa Busser ’17 to
ask her about her teammates, best moments and Colby, and elephants.
Colby Echo: Favorite team to play in the NESCAC?
Alexa Busser (AB): Bates. Because we hate them, [and] we can
also beat them.
Echo: Song or band you’re ashamed to admit you love?
AB: I don’t have a lot of shame so that’s hard. But I’m a little
ashamed I know every word to every Disney song.
Echo: I give you an elephant. You can’t sell it or give it away. What
do you do with it?
AB: It’s my new best friend. And mode of transportation.
Echo: Funniest teammate?
AB: Karolina [Serhan ’17], because she never knows what’s going
on and always acts so serious.
Echo: What sport you would be playing if you weren’t
playing volleyball?
AB: Rugby. Hitting people and getting hit seems like a good time.
Echo: You can be any animal. What are you?
AB: Monkey. Swinging around in trees, picking bugs, hanging
from your tail. But you still have a family. I’d enjoy that.
Echo: Funniest Volleyball moment at Colby?
AB: Sophomore year versus [Connecticut College]. I tried to pass
the ball, but hit it off my face, over the net, and it hit the ground. I
got credited with a kill. There’s a video somewhere. We should try
face kills more often.

Colby on Deck
Women’s Soccer vs. Wesleyan
Sat. October 8

11:00 A.M.

Waterville, ME

Football vs. Wesleyan
Sat. October 8

1:00 P.M.

Waterville, ME

Men’s Soccer vs. Wesleyan
Sat. October 8

1:30 P.M.

Waterville, ME

